The advent of deep learning and open access to a substantial collection of imaging data provide a potential solution to computational image transformation, which is gradually changing the landscape of optical imaging and biomedical research. However, current deep-learning implementations usually operate in a supervised manner, and the reliance on a laborious and error-prone data annotation procedure remains a barrier towards more general applicability. Here, we propose an unsupervised image transformation enlightened by cycle-consistent generative adversarial networks (cycleGANs) to facilitate the utilization of deep learning in optical microscopy. By incorporating the saliency constraint into cycleGAN, the unsupervised approach, dubbed as content-preserving cycleGAN (c 2 GAN), can learn the mapping between two image domains and avoid the misalignment of salient objects without paired training data. We demonstrate several image transformation tasks such as fluorescence image restoration, whole-slide histological coloration, and virtual fluorescent labeling. Quantitative evaluations prove that c 2 GAN achieves robust and high-fidelity image transformation across different imaging modalities and various data configurations. We anticipate that our framework will encourage a paradigm shift in training neural networks and democratize deep learning algorithms for optical imaging.
Deep learning 1 has made great progress in computational imaging and image interpretation 2, 3 . As a data-driven methodology, deep neural networks with high model capacity can theoretically approximate arbitrary function that represents the mapping from the input domain to the output domai 4, 5 . Given images as the inputs in high-dimensional space, the applications of deep learning in optical microscopy can be divided into two categories according to the forms of the outputs.
The first one is image classification 6, 7 where deep neural networks are trained to classify an image in terms of its visual content. Such applications include cell sorting 8, 9 , morphology recognition 10, 11 , state identification 12 and pathological diagnosis 13, 14 . The other one is image transformation whose outputs are still images but with highlighted or previously inaccessible information, aiming to visualize imperceptible structures and latent patterns, as well as expand the design space of common imaging systems 15 .
Recently, several network architectures have been adopted for image transformation to learn the mapping between a source domain and a target domain. U-Net 16 is one of the most popular convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for pixel-wise regression, which is demonstrated to have the state-of-the-art performance in cell segmentation and detection 17 , image restoration 15 , and 3D virtual fluorescence labeling 18 . Some elaborately modified CNNs can also estimate the mapping functions and complete the tasks of image transformation like resolution improvement 19 and virtual labeling 20 . Moreover, generative adversarial network (GAN), an emerging deep learning framework based on minimax game theory that trains a generative model and an adversarial discriminative model simultaneously 21, 22 , can learn to optimize a perceptual-level loss function and produce more realistic results. GANs have been verified feasible for different transformations, such as super-resolution reconstruction 23, 24 , bright-field holography 25 , and virtual histological staining 26 .
Regarding current deep learning algorithms, the superior performance and stability on the test set largely depend on a high-quality collection of substantial microscopy images, which is the most crucial factor for the success of the training process. In the conventional strategy of supervised learning, vast amounts of images and corresponding annotations are necessary, which is time-consuming and error-prone when performed manually, especially for image transformation tasks with the need of pixel-level alignment. Although data augmentation and transfer learning have been widely employed to reduce the size of the training set, collecting a small number of aligned image pairs still necessitates massive modifications to the imaging systems and some complicated experimental procedures. In some cases, strictly aligned training pairs are impossible to obtain because of the significant differences between imaging mechanisms. In essence, the dilemma between the indispensability of paired training data and the dearth of annotated datasets obstructs the advancement of deep learning in optical microscopy.
Nowadays, the invention of cycle-consistent generative adversarial networks (cycleGANs) makes unsupervised training of CNNs possible 27 . CycleGAN uses a cycle-consistency learning technique to translate images from one domain to the other one and exhibits comparable performance to supervised methods. Such learning strategy and its modified versions have been validated in style transfer of natural images [28] [29] [30] and medical image analysis [31] [32] [33] . As for the field of optical microscopy, a few forward-looking studies have applied cycleGANs to remove coherent noise in optical diffraction tomography 34 , and realize image segmentation for bright-field microscopy and X-ray computed tomography 35 .
To advance the feasibility of this unsupervised learning framework in optical microscopy, we propose a content-preserving cycleGAN (c 2 GAN) for precise image-to-image transformation. At a conceptual level, the principle of c 2 GAN is depicted in Fig. 1a . Along with the novel cycle consistency loss 27 , an additional saliency constraint is enforced to locate the salient objects (i.e., the image contents) because the cycle consistency loss alone is not rigorous enough to guarantee satisfactory solutions (see Methods). The saliency constraint can reshape the spatial manifold of the objective function and shrink the solution space to a tighter range to effectively exclude unwanted solutions that are likely to result in biased mappings and producing unendurable transformed images with risks of misleading biological analyses (see Fig. 1b ).
The workflow of c 2 GAN is schematized in Fig. 1c . Like most machine learning methodologies, the whole pipeline includes the training phase and the prediction phase. In the training phases, two image sets (A and B) are first collected to sample two image domains of distinct modalities (e.g. low-SNR and high-SNR, grayscale and RGB, bright-field and fluorescent, etc.). No pre-aligned image pairs are required in these two image collections. Then, a forward GAN is trained to transfer images in A into the style of B and a forward adversarial loss is used to evaluate the quality of transformation. Similarly, a backward GAN is simultaneously trained to transfer images in B into the style of A and a backward adversarial loss is used to evaluate the quality of transformation. The cycle consistency term is used to guide the twin GANs to form a closed cycle. Additionally, a saliency constraint is designed to impose restrictions on network outputs to correct some possible mapping bias. The whole training process works in an unsupervised learning manner. After proper training, an image could be mapped back through the sequential processing of the two GANs, which indicates the success of training. In the prediction phase, the generative model of the pre-trained forward GAN is loaded and some data never seen by the network will be fed into the model to check its generalization ability.
Results
We validated c 2 GAN on various image transformation tasks based on some publicly available data. These tasks could be regarded as learning to perform nonlinear pixel-wise regression between two spaces of different dimensions. Although c 2 GAN completes the task of unaligned domain mapping, ground truth is still needed in the test phase to evaluate the results and make convincing interpretations. In this section, we demonstrate our experimental results on fluorescence image restoration (including denoising, axial resolution restoration, and superresolution reconstruction), whole-slide histological coloration, and virtual cell staining. We compared our results with corresponding ground truth, as well as the results of conventional supervised learning methods, to indicate the capability and reliability of c 2 GAN.
Fluorescence image restoration. Firstly, we applied c 2 GAN to the restoration of fluorescence images based on the experimental data released by Weigert et al 15 . In this series of tasks, both the input and the output images are single-channel greyscale images. The regression needed to learn is a mapping between two spaces of the same dimension. Considering the mechanism that there are two reciprocal GANs in c 2 GAN, training the forward GAN and training the backward GAN thus have comparable complexity theoretically. For the denoising of confocal images of Planaria, we first randomly cropped half of the low-SNR images into around 20000 small patches of 128×128 pixels. Then did the same to the other half of high-SNR images. This step generated two image collections without any aligned image pairs. We trained c 2 GAN with the two image collections to learn the mapping function between the domain of low-SNR and the domain of high-SNR. Then, some low-SNR images that never seen by the network were used to evaluate the model and the results are shown in Fig. 2a . Large images were split into small patches with 25% overlaps and the results were stitched back together. The stitched result shows that c 2 GAN succeeds to learn the mapping function from the low-SNR domain to the high-SNR domain and the cell structures are well maintained at the same time. We compared the results of c 2 GAN with that of the conventional supervised learning method ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Because GANs are designed to generate certain distributions, the results of c 2 GAN have higher fidelity and no pixel saturation occurs. Moreover, we reconstructed a piece of a surface from 2856 (7×8×51) image patches in Fig. 2b to show the overall effect of c 2 GAN on volumetric data. The enhancement after denoising is remarkable and the whole data volume keeps a high consistency with the ground truth, which indicates the good generalization of our model.
Axial resolution degradation of most scanning microscopy 36 can also be restored by the proposed unsupervised learning framework. We trained c 2 GAN with two totally unaligned image collections generated by the same procedure as denoising. As shown in Fig. 2c , an accurate mapping function for axial resolution restoration can be established after proper training. For a more quantitative analysis, we calculated the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of all 15 test images, as well as the PSNR of the input images, shown in Fig. 2d . On average, image PSNR is improved by 5dB with the reconstruction of c 2 GAN. We also verified our model on the restoration of multicolor zebrafish retina images with a different degradation coefficient to exhibit model capability ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
Moreover, c 2 GAN can also be used in resolving sub-diffraction structures such as microtubules and secretory granules (see Fig. 2e ). A mapping function between the domain of wide-field microscopy and the domain of super-resolution microscopy can be learned without the supervision of any aligned training pairs. The results of c 2 GAN still keep a high accuracy and fidelity compared with the CARE net ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). The intensity profiles of some fine structures in Fig. 2e are plot in Fig. 2f , which demonstrate that some structures beyond identification according to Rayleigh criterion in the raw images can be recognized again with the reconstruction of c 2 GAN.
Whole-slide histological coloration. Next, we validated c 2 GAN on image transformation from low-dimensional space to high-dimensional space. A typical task is image coloration 37,38 that maps a single-channel image to a three-channel image (i.e. black-and-white to RGB). For improving resolution and quantum efficiency, Bayer pattern is abandoned in most mainstream scientific cameras. Also, no matter for wide-field detection with cameras [39] [40] [41] or single-point detection with photomultiplier tubes (PMT) [42] [43] [44] , multicolor imaging usually requires multichannel detection with parallel-configured several detectors [45] [46] , which is complex and expensive.
Image coloration explores the possibility of recovering spectral information from a single intensity image. This problem is considered as badly underconstrained and usually needs strong structural priors to solve it.
Here in c 2 GAN, we model it as a pixel-wise regression problem that maps a single-pixel intensity value to a ternary vector with the assistance of neighborhood information. To make two unpaired image collections for unsupervised training, we downloaded whole-slide histopathology images of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained brain tissues from TCGA obtained by surgical excision followed by frozen section preparation. These patients were diagnosed with glioma of different grades. To avoid learning improper color mapping functions caused by divergent staining effects, we unified the color style of the dataset and finally, 26 whole-slide images ( Supplementary Table 1 ) with the same color scheme were selected ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). To make the training set, we first divided 20 pathological slides into two equal parts (10 for domain A and 10 for domain B). Those images for domain A were converted to their black-and-white (BW) version. We randomly cropped both the RGB images, as well as the BW images into about 45000 patches with the size of 256×256 for each domain. This procedure could prevent producing aligned image pairs that are likely to mislead unsupervised training.
After training, another six whole-slide histopathology images that never seen by the network were used to test c 2 GAN's performance ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Five of them are also from glioma patients while the other one is from bronchus and lung tissue. These whole-slide images (the typical size is about 26000×22000 pixels) were first split into thousands of 256×256 patches with an overlap of 64 pixels, successively fed into the pre-trained network and then stitched again to form a whole-slide image. To further demonstrate the generalization ability of the pre-trained model, a slide instance of lung tissue slide that extends over a 1.3 cm × 1.1 cm area is shown in Figs. 3a-3c, which demonstrates the overall effect of whole-slide coloration. We also enlarge a small region with a high cell density in Figs. 3d-3f , where the nuclear and cytoplasmic distribution remains intact after coloration by c 2 GAN. For error evaluation, we visualized the errors of each channel ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ) and calculated corresponding structural similarity index (SSIM) with reference to corresponding ground truth. The quantitative evaluation indicates that c 2 GAN can complete whole-slide coloration with SSIM as high as 0.99, which means that the proposed unsupervised learning framework can faithfully recover not only the overall color scheme but also the detailed color assignment without disturbing cell morphology.
Virtual fluorescent labeling. The difficulty of learning a domain mapping function for c 2 GAN increases significantly as the number of channels grows because high-dimensional problems have larger searching space. In this part, we investigate virtual fluorescent labeling, a more challenging task for mapping a multi-channel image to another multi-channel image. Mathematically, this problem is also a regression model but involving learning a regression function between multivariate vectors. For the two reciprocal GANs inside c 2 GAN, the backward GAN will become hard to train if the forward GAN is easy to train, and vice versa. Different from previously mentioned image coloration that establishes an implicit mapping between singlechannel images and three-channel images, the task of virtual fluorescent labeling attempts to separate different structures in a z-stack composed of 13 images focused on different planes into three spectral channels. Under this set of network parameters, Most of the structures in this region can be recognized and labeled with correct fluorescent labels except the green channel is a little saturated. We also compared our results with the images generated by conventional supervised CNN 20 (see Fig. 4d ), which have a more realistic intensity distribution across channels and better global effects. In this application, the supervised scheme has relatively better effects because pixel-level aligned training pairs make the model easy to train and the pixel-wise loss function can directly guide CNN to a better solution. But c 2 GAN is still competitive due to its unsupervised nature. For the evaluation of each channel, some zoomed-in regions of interest (ROI) are shown in Fig. 4e-4g .
We calculated the SSIM for quantitative evaluation labeling errors of each channel ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Among the three channels, the blue channel has the best labeling accuracy with SSIM=0.84 and followed by the green channel with SSIM=0.78, which means that nuclei and dendrites can be resolved reliably using c 2 GAN. The red channel has relatively large deviations with SSIM=0.62.
Discussion
In conventional supervised frameworks of deep learning, training a deep neural network with high generalization ability usually needs thousands of patched image pairs. To quantify the data dependency of c 2 GAN, we trained c 2 GAN to reconstruct superresolution structures of microtubules with 18 unpaired training sets of different sizes. The number of patched images in these training sets ranges from 100 to 12000 and the sample points are relatively dense at the beginning to track rapid fluctuates of the network performance. The averaged normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE, lower is better) and SSIM (higher is better) of each independent trial on the same 800 prepared test images were calculated. We also selected some representative points for a concrete interpretation of the performance ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Similar to most machine learning methods, c 2 GAN's performance improves as the amount of training data increases and tends to be stable when the training set size exceeds a certain level (training set size=7200, with NRMSE=0.019 and SSIM=0.84). Compared with the supervised CARE net 15 (training set size=5000, with NRMSE=0.027 and SSIM=0.85), there is no significant increase in the amount of data required for comparable performance. With the assistance of data augmentation techniques, data dependency of c 2 GAN can be further weakened.
In a broader sense, pixel-wise classification can also be incorporated into the concept of pixel-wise regression. The target of pixel-wise classification is to generate twocategory or multi-category labels for separating the contents from the backgrounds. In the application of typical classification tasks like segmentation, c 2 GAN can solve the problem easily (Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Fig. 9 ). This fact indicates that the proposed c 2 GAN is applicable in general pixel-wise regression tasks.
To summarize, we have demonstrated c 2 
are the adversarial losses of the forward GAN and the backward GAN, respectively. This part uses binomial cross-entropy to reflect the similarity between the generated distribution and the real distribution. ( , ) cycle GF L is the cycle consistency loss that uses L1 norm to measure the reversibility of the twin-GAN system: 11 ( , )
This term implements restrictions on images generated by both the forward GAN and the backward GAN and ensures that the cycle-generated image should be as similar to the original image as possible.  is a scalar to adjust the strength of cycle consistency loss.
Slackness of cycle consistency loss. Although imposing cycle consistency loss alone can achieve
compelling performance in various image transformation tasks related to natural scenes, severe mistakes will occur when it is applied to some microscopy images, where foregrounds and backgrounds have similar profiles. In such cases, cycleGAN tends to learn a biased mapping function and produce wrong results. According to our observation, two conditions are usually required to learn a biased mapping. The first one is that the outputs of the GANs are so realistic as to fool the discriminator. This makes the twin generator-discriminator systems reach their Nash
reach optimal points. The second condition is more interesting that the two GANs are both biased. One network is biased at the output end while the other one is biased at the input end. More specifically, the forward GAN maps an original input to a biased output and then the background GAN maps the biased output back to the original input again, which still hold the cycle consistency regardless of the incorrectness of the output.
Such biased mapping can be proved to exist through a logical deduction, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 1b . Suppose an image in domain A and corresponding ground truth b in domain B, and the biased version of b is b . A concrete example is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1b .
Without mistakes, the desired mapping functions of the two GANs are
But when the network learns a pair of biased mappings, the forward GAN maps a to b and the backward GAN maps b back to a again, i.e.,
The network would fail to converge to the correct mapping function because previously mentioned cycle consistency still holds well:
This condition indicates that the desired mapping functions (Eq. (3) ) and the biased mapping functions (Eq. (4)) are all in the optimal solution space of the loss function formulated in Eq. (1).
The cycle consistency constraint alone is not tight enough. There are still some possibilities that the twin GANs will converge to some unwanted solutions.
Saliency constraint.
We imposed an additional constraint on the objective function to exclude biased solutions and ensure authentic transformation. This constraint is based on the observation that, unlike most natural scenes, the backgrounds of optical microscopy images have simple and consistent forms. For instance, the background of fluorescent images is black while that of brightfield images is white. Using a simple threshold segmentation method, the rough regions of the salient objects can be extracted. Therefore, the saliency constraint is designed to be the consistency of the content masks extracted by threshold segmentation:
where E represents element-wise averaging.  T and  T are segmentation operators parameterized by threshold  and  . Finally, the sum of all terms makes up of the full loss function of c 2 GAN:
where  is a hand-tuned constant to enforce saliency constraint.
Network architectures. The generator and the discriminator of c 2 GAN mainly adopted the classical architectures of cycleGAN ( Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Fig. 10 ).
Considering the diversity of micrographs, many image transformation tasks would change the number of channels of the image, thus the two GANs must have matched input and output channel numbers, i.e., the channel number of the output images of the forward GAN should be equal to the channel number of the output images of the backward GAN, and vice versa. For the generator, the kernel size of the first convolution layer was set to be 7 to endow this layer with large receptive fields for extracting more neighborhood information 48 . All the downsampling and upsampling layers were implemented by parametric strided convolution that could be trained for optimized image scale adjustments. The discriminator adopted PatchGAN, which applies adversarial networks in a Markovian setting for learning mappings between different image domai 49 . More specifically, it judges real or fake based on small patches in the input image and the final output label is the average of all patched results. This network configuration only penalizes structures at the scale of local patches to encourage sharp high-frequency details.
Data pre-and post-processing. In terms of the data pre-processing procedure, each dataset with ground truth was divided into the training part and the test part in a ratio of about 5: 1. For each image pair in the training part, we randomly decided whether to pick the original image or its ground truth with a probability of 0.5 and discard the other one. Then, the selected images were collected into domain A and domain B, respectively. This operation guaranteed that there was no aligned image pair in these two image collections (Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Fig.   11 ). In the test phase, all original images in the test part were fed into the pre-trained model and corresponding ground truth were reserved for evaluation. Large-sized images were split into small patches with pre-defined size and overlaps were reserved for image stitching. The procedure of data processing varied in different tasks and would be further detailed in Results section if necessary.
For post-processing of the transformed images, we first allocated storage with the same size as the corresponding raw whole images and then the network output image patches were simply placed back to their original positions. The edge of the images beyond integral multiples of the pre-defined patch size was discarded. 3D reconstruction was performed with the built-in 3D viewer plugin of ImageJ. Reconstructed data volumes were adjusted to the same perspective for the convenience of observation and comparison.
Control experiments using supervised CNNs. We benchmark our unsupervised framework against the state-of-the-art supervised CNNs to demonstrate its competitive performance. We used the CARE net 15 Supplementary Fig. 12 ). In the experiment of virtual fluorescent labeling, the elaborated-designed multi-scale CNN trained with pixel-level aligned image pairs 20 was loaded and the test images were fed to and flowed through the network. The released model, as well as the network parameters, are reliable enough to produce optimal results that the supervised network can ever achieve.
Evaluations. The evaluation strategy was on the basis of not only revealing the differences visually but also providing quantitative analyses of the transformation deviations. The main quantitative indexes that we used are PSNR, SSIM, and NRMSE, wherein PSNR and SSIM are suitable to measure high-level visual errors while NRMSE is more appropriate to quantify absolute errors related to pixel values rather than high-level structures. Especially, in the task of denoising, we calculated the distribution histograms of pixel values using ImageJ to indicate the high-fidelity performance of c 2 GAN. For better visualization of the transformation deviations, we also assigned network output images and corresponding ground truth to different color channels (i.e., network output images to the magenta channel, and ground truth to the green channel).
Considering that magenta and green are complementary colors, if the structures before and after transformation are in the same position and with the same pixel values, these structures in the merged image will be shown in white. Otherwise, these pixels would be displayed as the color with larger pixel values (Supplementary Notes). This strategy was used to independently visualize the transformation error across different channels in whole-slide histological coloration and virtual fluorescent labeling.
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Our Tensorflow implementation of c 2 GAN are available at https://github.com/Xinyang-Li/c2GAN. The codes for data preprocessing and post-processing are also uploaded to this repository. 
